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SST Corporation and Viwit Pharmaceuticals Establish Strategic Collaboration for the 
Promotion of Generic APIs and CDMO Services 

Having become an officially qualified API/CMC supplier to SST Corporation, Viwit and SST have 
established a strategic collaboration aiming to promote small molecule pharmaceutical contract 
development and manufacturing organization (CDMO) services in North America. This 
collaboration not only initiates a new business offering for SST but will also attract a broader 
audience for Viwit. Congratulations on the collaboration and bright futures for both companies.  

 

About Viwit Pharmaceuticals 

Viwit Pharma is a fast-growing research-based pharmaceutical company. Equipped with strong 
development technology, 600+ elite process development scientists and chemical engineers, as 
well as outstanding 820,000+ ft2 cGMP manufacturing capability, Viwit serves as a desired 
CDMO/CMO partner for 1400 + biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies worldwide. We 
support the development and manufacturing of key starting materials, advanced intermediates, 
small molecule and peptide drug substances, and drug products with a variety of therapeutic 
indications from laboratory batches to clinical I/II/III and commercial supply. We are specialized 
in a variety of chemical reactions including but not limited to Hazardous Chemistry (Borane, 
Bromination, Fluorination), Asymmetric Reduction/Hydrogenation/Synthesis, Cryogenic Reaction, 
Suzuki Coupling, Grignard Reaction, etc.  

 

About SST Corporation 

SST Corporation was founded in New York City in 1948, as a brokerage house for industrial 
chemical supplies and Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients. Since its inception, SST has 
represented many international suppliers and provided them entry to the North American 
marketplace.  As SST enters its 8th decade in business, we continue to evolve in parallel to new 
developments in the market to meet the changing needs of our customers and suppliers. Our 
customer base ranges from the biggest generic pharmaceutical companies in the world to niche 
505B2 innovators and small startup organizations.  Our supplier base encompasses high-quality 
manufacturers from around the world. 
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